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AB Ii LINCOLN'S speeches were under-
i \ stood by every nian and woman who
could crowd to hear hint. It didn't take a

lawyer to tell what he was talking about.
The Durant car is built so it can be un¬

derstood and kept right by everybody that
buys it.

It doesn't lake a mechanic to keep it
giving dependable service.
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Tlic Post is growing.
It is going to be bigger
and better. Our readers
can help by subscribing.
It is worth $1.50 now. but
it is going to be worth
more.
Another way to help IS

to give us the new-. It
you tailed to see it ill the
I'ost perhaps you failed to
tell us about it Maybe
othei - didn't think to tell
us. Better tell n- your¬
self the next titve--as
soon as it happens;
Many good things are

ill store lot our readers.
They1 dseei ve the liest for
they are supporting us in
our efforts to make the
I'ost the biggest anJ best
paper in W ise cüut'ity.
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included.
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CIGARETTES
of Turkish und Domestic tobaccos.blended
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